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gether fair controversy in America, with which we 
on this· side of the Atlantic. have nb co~cern. 
Profe.ssor Hilprecht, however, laid himself open to 
attack !Jy claiming for his text that it was not only 
an early version,· but the earliest at present known; 
But this· cannot be proved, as· it is undated, and 
the forms of the ,characters are not older than the 
close of the Khammu-rabi period, while a fragment 
:of a version discovered by Professor Scheil .a few 
years ago is actually d~ted in the reign of the 
fourth .successor of Kharrimu:rabi. Moreover, it 
must be remembered that the well-known version 
of the story discovered by George Smith goes back, 
like the··. epic .in which .it is embodied,: to the 
Khammu"rabi age, though the edition of it which 
has come down to us belongs to the , time of 
Assur-bani-pal. 
: The new text is but a fragment, and the trans
lation of what remains, therefore, is not always very 
. easy. I cann.ot follow Professor. Hilprecht in 
reading what is left of line 12 ( ••• ktt ttm mini) 
as kttll? mini 'instead of a number,' though I am 
unable to .suggest any alternative rendering. At 
all events, I do not know what ·.he could be 
~hinking of in proposing to translate the biblical 

l'ndnghu 'instead of a number'; .the Hebrew 
words could never mean this. 

But I am at one with him in holding that the· 
Babylonian story of the . Deluge, with· its close 
approximation to the language of .. Genesis, was: 
known to the Hebrews before the Mosaic age, and 
I cannoJ do. better than quote some of his con.; 
eluding words: 'There remains no other period to. 
be considered wheri the oldest. version of the 
Deluge story could possibly have entered Canaan 
than the time when Abraham, whom I regard as a 
truly historical . person, left his. home ·on the· 
Euphrates and: moved westward; in other words, 
the period of the first dynasties of Isin and 
Babylon, of whi<::h Khammu-rabi or Amraphel is 
the . central figure. This is the time when' the~ 
Amorites knocked ·at the gates of Babylonia, in-

' v~ded :the country, and soon overthrew the old 
order of things, at the. same time getting themselves. 
intimately acquainted with Babylonian literature . 
and civilization, which they finally accepted.': 
Ab.raham was ah 4-morite in· the Babylonian' 
acceptation .of ,the name; and, as one of tl;H:: upper 
classes, .would. have been educated in the learning; 
of the Babylonians. 

-----~·-~-~~~---'-

~6t Qtut6oritits. for t~t. J nG-titution ·of t6t d;uc6"d6t. 
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PART IV; 

, On . the theory. above· stated about Luke's two 
authorities, y;e assume that there. was some 
considerable difference between them in word, 
but not jn_ fact. The contemporary authoritY 
(lost, except.. as , Luke preserves it) mentioned 
words that were. not. taken into the Church Rite, 
and there is. a . noteworthy difference between 
Mark and Luke as to the words spoken after the 
Cup, about which I do not venture to .make:any 
suggestion. But with regard to the. general fact 
of ·difference between the two authorities, it is 
sufficient to prove their absolute independence 
of one another, .. but not sufficient to show any 
inconsistency or contradiction. Rather, it amounts 
simply to the degree of difference that will always 
be found between two witnesses r~pbrting without 
rm.itual consultation patt of the words and acts of a 

' rather complicatedincident. According to.our view,1 
t.he difference would probably have been greater, 
had it not beenJor the influence of the Church; 
Rite, which preserved .the memory of the central. 

; and most important part of the whole series of 
acts and words;, 

The va.riation in form between Lk .2216.Is, 

parallel as they are in :most respects, is .also highly; 
important: '.! say unto. you, I will not. eat (this 

· Pas~over), until,' etc:, a.nd, 'I. say unto you, i will 
not drink from henceforth of the fruit of the vine,) 

. until,' etc. Jesus, as we know, ate the meal, and 
did not merely give to the disciples .to eat,. but 
He did not eat this PassoveL · Hence, while eating· 
the meal, He says, ' I wilL not eat the passover, 

· until.' . . . On the other hand, in respect of the 
. wine, which form.ed no part. of the Pa~S()ver; He~ 
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says, ' I will not after this occasion drink until the 
kingdom of God shall .come' ( <:Jr, as Mark has 
it, 'until that day when I drink it new, in the 
kingdom of God '). . The variation between the 
two sayings in Luke seems certainly original ; 
yet it appears not to have been understood and 
to have been the cause of some difficulty to the 
earliest historians. 

Some minor divergences in the details may 
be noted. Luke says, 'divide it amongst your
selves,' while Matthew has 'drink· ye all of it! 
The difference in the verb is doubtless due to 
varying translations of the Aramaic word used by 
the Saviour.! Mark, on the other hand, changes 
the imperative to the indicative, 'and they all 
drapk of it' : it seems beyond question that 
here Luke and Matthew preserve the truer form; 
but the command was followed by the act : some 
give the command, Mark mentions the act ; but 
each implies the other, and it was sufficient to 
mention either alone. The divergence between 
'shed for many' 2 and 'for you,' though slight, is 
not· easy to explain satisfactorily, though one 
might easily suggest possible theories. The 
command respecting the Cup, ' Take this : 
Divide it among yourselves' (or, 'Drink ye all of 
it '), is doubtless original ; but being as a repeti
tion unnecessary, it was shortened by Mark and 
Matthew, and omitted in the Church ceremony 
so far as reported by Luke and Paul. It was 
necessary in the original action, because there 
Was an interval between the two acts, the Bread 
and the Cup (as the expression of Luke shows· 
'after supper,' referring to the time when the wine 
was ordinarily;,.served after the conclusion of the. 
meal). When the two acts follow immediately one 
on the other, as in the ceremony, it was unneces
sary to repeat the command. 

It is needless to say that we must wholly and 
absolutely reject any theory which assumes that 
Luke had only Mark as an authority, and that 
divergences from Mark are to be explained as 
interpolations made in his text on the authority of 
Paul's account in First Corinthians. No such 
theory is sufficient; for it affords no explanation 

. 1 It is not necessary in a case like this to have recourse 
to the. fashionable theory that Luke misread an Aramaic 
word. Independent renderings of' the same words are 
quite sufficient to account for the facts. 

2 Matthew's addition 'for remission of sins' ·is' probably 
explanatory, and not true te the original. · 

of the prophecy regarding the Passover which 
Luke, and Luke alone, records ; and in other 
respects it fails to ~xplain· the literary facts. 

As there are two accounts which we have 
found united by Luke, we might perhaps expect 
that he would put first' that which he took as 
the standard, namely, vv)9• 20, and afterwards 
append the subsidiary account so far as he · 
retained it. Such was the case in the Old Syriac 
Version of the Sinaitic Codex (recovered and 
published by Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Gibson). Now 
the Sinaitic Syriac seems undoubtedly to carry us 
back to a text of Luke existing in the second 
century : it reveals to us, therefore, an older form 
of the text than any other authority exhibits. 
Can we then infer tl)at it gives us the true, original 
Lucan order, whiCh has been disturbed in the 
Greek? This is improbable for two reasons: 
(I) No explanation can account for the change 
from Sinaitic order to the Greek, if the Sinaitic 
was original; but there was great temptation to 
change the Greek order into the Sinaitic, if the. 
Greek was original. ( 2) The Sinai tic order is not 
got merely by a simple transposition; it breaks 
up the two accounts, and mixes them : ih short, 
it is confiate and secondary, while the Greek, in 
comparison, is primary. 

But the great value of the Sinaitic Text in this 
passage lies herein. It proves, in the first place, 
that the whole of the second account, as given 
in vv.19• 20, was in the Greek text from which the 
Sinaitic Syriac was translated in the second century; 

. and disproves. beyond reasonable question the. 
theory, already utterly improbable on many 
grounds that the . Bezah Text is tight in leaving 
out vv,l9h. 20. In the second place, the Sinaitic 
Syriac Text takes us into the midst of the work 
and thought which were being applied during the 
second century in the Churches from Antioch to 
Ephesus to the study of the New Testament,. and 
to the modernization and adaptation of the 
language of the historical books to the practical 
needs of the time. The process is precisely the 
same as we find to have been carried out in the 
Bezan Texts of Acts 3 on a far greater scale .. 

. 3 According to the writer's theory (often misstated by· 
its critics) that the Bezan Text of Acts .is largely a moderniza
tion; but it is founded on a far earlier and in some ways 
better copy of the book than survives in any MS., ·and 
therefore in some cases preserves, or points the way to, a 
better text than any which we now: possess. . 
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The Sinai tic. translator.· (probably working in 
Antioch) either used a Greek MS; in which 
already the text had been transposed and ,re
modelled, or he transposed as he translated : 
the former is the more natural and probable 
course: the translator merely translated, and we 
must dismiss as unlikely the other supposition that 
the translator himself · made the transposition. 
Moreover, the Bezan Revision seems to have 
been founded on a Text in which the transposition 
had already been accomplished ; and there can 
hardly be any doubt that the old Text which, lies 
behind that Revision was Greek and of date not 
later than the second century. 

The Bezan editor was also displeased with the 
accoont. · The double Cup offended him most, 
and he dropped out the second Cup, leavirig the 
wrong order: Then the process was carried 
further : the Cup was transposed to follow the 
Bread, which (owing to the omission) was now 
possible in a simple way; and this form of text 
occurs in a very few MSS. The Sinaitic Syriac 
carries us back to a MS. in which the Bezan 
omission had not been made. 

Our theory, then, as to Luke's authorities at this 
point, is that he had before him, first, Mark, whose 
account he regarded as being, not. incorrect, but 
secondary; secondly, the Church Rite, as he had 
seen it all over the Christian world, everywhere 
similar; 1 thirdly, a narrative contemporary (as I 
belieYe), coming from one of those who were 
present. But even this last account, tho,ugh he 
preserved from it something which was not taken 
into the Church Rite, was treated by· .b,im as 
subsidiary, and the Rite was the prime authority. 

We do not here follow the usual procedure in 
comparing the Third Gospel with the First and 
Second. The general procedure is to take every
thing in· the . entire Lucan passage that agrees .with 
the accounts of Matthew and Mark as adopted from 
the common Synoptist source. It then becomes 
an insoluble puzzle why Luke should· put the Cup 
before ·the Bread, contrary to the unanimous 

1 His 'thought is exactly the sarrie in character as that 
whiCh was expressed about 192 A.D. by Avircius, Presbyter
Bishop of Hieropolis in Phrygia '(St. Abercius), who de
scribes his travels to Rome on the west, to, Nisibis beyond 
Euphrates on tht: east, and adds, 'Everywhere l.found pledged 
Brethren,' adding a veiled account of the Rite of the sacred 
meal, the Fish (i.e. Christ) and the Wine, the mixed cup 
according ~o the ordinary ancient custom of giving mixed~ 
not pure wme. 

tradition, and the undoubted order in the riteas 
actually celebrated. 

But it is, of course, certain that in a11 accounts 
from every source there would be much agreement. 
Therefore we must not assume that everything in 
Luke's account which agrees with Matthew and 
Mark is derived from a common source. Rather 
we hold: that in both Luke's authorities the order 
was, first Bread, then Cup; and that excision from 
the first authority produces the appearance that 
he gives the reverse order. A too eager desire 
to be careful, and not to lose any important detail, 
or to· alter any transmitted. word,2 has introduced 
some confusion into his account. 

VI. At this point it will be useful to mention 
the account given by Justin Martyr of the' sacra
ment as it was celebrated in his time. His 
conversion to Christianity occurred somewhere 
under Hadrian's reign, t'.e. between I 17 and 138 
A.D. ; and therefore his knowledge of the form in 
which the Rite was celebrated goes back to that 
time, since it is evident that he was unconscious 
of any change having taken place in the ceremonial 
during his own time, and that he confidently i-e. 
garded the forms as having come down uncb,anged 
from the time of the Apostles, t'.e. from the original 
institution by the Lord. His evidence is valuable, 
because he gives both a brief account of the 
ceremonial as it actually was performed in the 
Church during his experience and a rough quotation 
of the record of the Apostles : ol yap (br6uToA~t 
€v TOL> yevojJ-lVots {nr' avTwv d7TOjJ-VYJjJ-OVEVjJ-U<Ttv1 

It KaA£LTat el!ayylA.ta1 oVTWS 1rap€8wKav €vTmiA.6at 
O.VTOLS' TOV ~IYJ<TOVV A.af36vTd. llpTOV evxapt<TT~<T(J.V7a 

Ei7Te'Lv· 'TovTo ; 7Tote'i:re ds T~v &.v&.]J.vYJu{v jJ-ov, TovTo 

€un TO <TWJ'-a J'-OV.' Kal TO 7TOT~pwv OJ'-otws A.a
f36vTa Kal evxapt<TT~<TUVTa eL7TELV' '' TOVT6 £urt Tq af/'-t}_ 
1'-ov.' He regarded this Apostolic record as cor
responding in every· essential to the ceremony as 
he knew it in the Church. 

In the first place, as to what Justin meant by 
the Gospels, I think that after much discus~ion 
it has now come to be generally accepted that the 
four canonical Gospels were in existence in his time; 
and they were therefore meant by him here. It 
does not follow that he thought, all four were written 
by Apostles; but he took them all as being record 
of Apostolic. authority, and two at least as being 

2 To omit pf!-rt of an authority ,was not the same as altering 
it.' Omission was freely practised, and was often regarded 
as right •. 
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actually the work of Apostles. In this case he has 
in mind t_he Synoptists. His . quotation is only 
from memory; and it gives in a shortened form 
the substance of the three accounts which we have. 
Evidently he thinks of Luke especially. · He uses, 
like Luke, the word 'thank/ not 'bless ' (as Mark 
and Matthew do) : he mentions. the ord'er to ' d6 
this in remembrance of me,' which Luke· alone 
records ;. and he uses the phrase '.in like manner;' 
when he mentions the Cup, implying a repetition 
of acts and words, as Luke does (but not the other 
two) ; though oftdw> occurs to his memory in place 
of the Synonym' . wo-avrw>, which is Luke's word. 
He therefore was acquainted with the longer form 
of Luke's narrative, and not the shorter Western 
texts, for it seems quite unreasonable. to suppose 
that he followed Paul in preference to the ·Gospels, 
summing up loosely ari.Epistle of. Paul among the 
' O:ltoftVT!f'-OVdftara called eflayy~ALa,' 

In the next place, he regarded the varying 
accounts given by the Synoptists :as in essential 
agreement with one another .. ·He quotes Luke as 
approaching most closely to the actual Church 
Rite; but, with the Rite in his memory as a guide, 
he saw no practical difference between the various 
accounts.. Such . is the real fact. The three 
accounts, when understood·. in . connex:ion with the 
Rite, are in perfect agreement; they do not choose 
the same details for record; but they all imply the 
same series of acts and words, .for the details which 
they mention require inexorably that the other 
details, which .they omit, must take place. Even 
the command, 'do this in memory of me,' is, as 
we saw; presupposed in the narrative of Matthew 
and Mark and. taken for granted as familiar to all. 
What they record loses almost. all its importance, 
unless it were int~nded (as Paul says it was) to be . 
the' institution ·of a Rite for future repetition. 
Hence Jus tin says that, according to the Apostolic 
tradition in the Gospels, the command was issued 
(to do as the Church habitually did) : he considers 
that this command is implied in all the accounts, 
though he expresses his informal quotation on the 
lines o.f Luke, as giving the clearest statement. 
The· account of Matthew and Mark becomes 
intelligible only through its historic character as 
the expression of the reason for, and ;as hinting at 
the trtith -embodied in; an .established custom of 
the early. Church. 

In the third.:p!ace, J\lstin clearly (iisting~ish~s 
between the Rite and the Apostolic narratiVes. 

He describes the Rite in chap. 6 5 of . his· 
first Apology, and in the following chapter· he 
quotes the narratives as the· justification and 
explanation · of ·.the Rite. The· narratives are 
accounts of the historical facts, out of which the 
Rite originated. They were written by authors 
who were familiar with the Rite; and who wrote 
for readers that were familiar with it; and those 
authors had always .ah eye to the ceremonial of 
the· Rite, but stili they were. not describing the 
Rite: they :were· describing its historical· origin in 
cert~in actions of the Lord. · This is extremely 
importanLin its bearing on. their value as historical 
authorities. 

Justin, :unfortunately, does not' describe so fully 
(itS we should wish; the ceremonial of the Rite, nor 
the words uttered; by the celebrant ('him who :was 
the leader among the Brethren,' r<(i :rrpo£o-Twn -rwv 
&.B€A.cpwv); butitis interesting to observe two things: 
( r) The celebrant ·used words which explain the 
divergence.·between .Luke on the one hand, and 
Mark :with. Matthew on the other hand, as to the 
opening words. Luke speaks. of 'giving thanks,' 
Mark and Matthew o( 'blessing.' Justin says that 
the celebrant first ' sends . up praise. and glory· to 
the Father,' etc., a1,1d ·then 'makes a thanksgiving ' 
( £f1xapLo-r£av ••• ?rOL£Zi-aL) ; the first stage corre-

' sponds better to the Marean term ' bless,' the 
second to the Lucan term 'giv~e thanks'; and it is 
dear that (as was stated in an earlier paragraph) 
both terms· are correct descriptions of .the words 
used. by Je~us on the historic occasion, and re
peated in every. celebration of the Rite. 
.. :(2) Justin .also makes i,t quite clear that the 
celebrant spoke at some considerable length. We 
cannot doubt that much which he said was 
traditional, being . the stereotyped and prescribed 
repetition of the original words. The proof :;eems 
complete that (as we ha.ve assumed abo.ve) Jesus 
spoke at . far greater. length than the Synoptists 
record. They give .only a very brief ,statement of 
what they considered:. the most important details ; 
and no twopersons•will ever agree exactly in giving 
ashort resume ?f .the most important points of a 
series of acts and ,wo,r,ds. Matthew, though at thi.~ 
point rc:;peating. Mark, modifies him in certain 
points; and we .mtist hold (as above stated) that 
he did so with the inten'tion of improving ,him ancl 
making his narrative correspond more closely with 
the Rite. · · · 
' After all is said, the ceremony as performed in 
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the early Church stands out more and more 
prominently as the best and the chief and the 
sufficient authority for the original facts. Such 
must be the historian's judgment. 

We notice that Justin uses the same word as 
Paul about the transmission of the record : the 
Apostles 7rapl.3wKav, 'handed on the record that an 
order was given to them.' Similarly, P\1-ul says 
7rapl.3wKa -Dp:iv, 'I have handed on the record to. you 
Corinthians.' The trustworthiness of the tradition 

• originating from historical facts and from the 
words and actions of the Lord is assumed by 
both writers as the fundamental truth in this 
matter. 

It should not be left out of notice that Justin 
knew the Rite to 'be celebrated with the mixed Cup, 
water and wine (just as Avircius Marcellus in his 
epitaph, about thirty years later than Justin's death, 
mentions the KEpaO"p,a p,Er' /J.prov) . . We cannot, on 
the principles which guide this investigation, doubt 
that such was the original form and the fact of the 
Last Supper; but this is probably to be attributed 
not to any mystic or hieratic intention; but to the · 
regular and usual custom of the time. The Last 
Supper was an ordinary meal, which became epoch
making in its consequences and accompaniments ; 

. it was served in the customary fashion, .with wine 
after the food had been eaten : this wine was mixed 
with water, because that was the invariable usage 
(except among persons who intended to become 
excited and intoxicated). 

Now, according to the fashion which we see 
acting so effectively in the records, namely, that a 
series of associated acts might be briefly summed 

up by mentioning any one of them (as, for example, 
the Sacrament might be called either the Breaking 
of the Bread, which is usual, or, for some speciar 
reason on a special occasion, the· Cup),. it was 
evidently quite possible and natural that the mixed 
cup of the Rite might be called either the Wine or 
the Water, or the mixture. Justin exemplifies all 
these ways of speaking: he calls it first mjr~pwv 
1!3aros Kat Kpap,aros, where the water is most pro
minently mentioned, and the wine is implied (but 
not expresslymentioned)_in Kpap,aros: later he speaks 
of it as otvov Kat 1!3aros, where the wine is most 
prominent : later he calls it in quotation simply 
1ror~pwv: finally, where he asserts that the Rite 
has been imitated in the Mithraic religion, he 
speaks of 1ror~pwv 15Baros alone, because' the 
Mithraic rite was celebrated with water only, and 
yet Jus tin regarded this as mimicry of the Christian 
Rite. 

It is necessary, therefore, to avoid laying any 
stress on occasions where water alone is mentioned, 
or wine alone, as if the early Rite was celebrated 
with either liquid singly. Doubtless there would 
have been no difficulty felt in celebrating the Rite 
with one alone, if the other were not easily procur
able: the early Church laid no stress on such petty 
details, it was the spirit and the general effect, not 
the material, that was important. But the proper 
and original form was the mixed Cup; -and it is 
wrong to .attempt to press and force testimony into 
conformity with any theory as to the superior 
importance of one element in the Cup. ·This 
coi1sideration would modify some modern theories 
on the subject. 

--~--- ·+·------

I. Precis de Linguistique Sf:mitique, This is a 
translation into French of Professor Brockelmann's 
Semitische Sprachwissenschajt, which 'Yas published 
in 1906. The translation has been made by W. 
MAR~AIS, Directeur de la Medersa d' Alger, et M. 
CoHEN, Agrege de l'Universite de Paris (Paris: 
Paul Genthner, 1910). 

2. Verbesserungen zu Mande!kerns Grosser Iion
kordanz. Mandelkern's Hebrew Concordance is 

a great book. But every concordance contains 
mistakes, and it is known that Mandelkern's has its 
share of them. Here is a supplementary volume 
to lie beside it. Professor Dr. Sven Berner has 
corrected more than four thousand mistakes (Lund : 
Hjalmar Moller). 
· 3· Les Livres de Samuel. It is surely interesting 

to learn that a Commentary on the Books of 
Samuel has been written in Jerusalem. The 
author, Pere Paul Dhorme, is a professor in the 
Ecole biblique de Saint-Etienne in Jerusalem. 


